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1. Getting to Know You
1.1. Who are you?
1.2. What is your background?
1.3. What knowledge do you have in art and drawing?
1.4. What do you like in drawing, photography, art?
1.5. What are your expectations of this workshop?
2. Introduction and Presentation of the Concept
Pencil Vs Camera works are drawings made, photographed and hand-held in a
specific place. They join photography and drawing and add new surreal,
imaginative or romantic elements to ordinary scenes. The inclusion of handsketched sketches on some of the original photos helps to increase reality and open
the doors to an imaginary world.
Ben launched this concept in 2010 and it has since toured the world through
exhibitions, conferences, articles and press reports etc. School teachers from
several schools around the world have adopted it to teach their students to
stimulate their creativity to encourage them to express themselves and use new
technologies. Other artists have tried it.

3. A little on Inspiration and Findings

3.1. Let's look together at existing works and those of students (see online,
brochures ...)
3.2. What are your findings?
3.3. Would you have had the same ideas as those represented?
3.4. In your opinion what are the steps to create these kind of images?
3.5. What do you like and dislike in this style?
4. Drawing: Technical and Theoretical Reminders
4.1. The light
Always be aware of where the light comes from, the light dictates everything in
visual art. Without it everything is black ... or white. There are no shadows without
light. When you mix the drawing and the photo, make sure that the light source of
your actual scenery (which will be the photographic background on the final
image) corresponds to the light source of your drawing. The light source can be
guessed.
The arrangement of light is a great way to show what's important in an image. Take
a look at Rembrandt's paintings... And the next time you watch a movie, look for
dramatic effects with light.

4.2. Perspective

The perspective is essentially a projection of a 3D environment on a 2D surface
(your piece of paper). It gives a realistic depth. It is often useful when drawing
geometric shapes, buildings, cities, etc. It is also important for showing differences
in scale and proportion on a drawing.
4.3. Shapes and contours

Whether you are drawing a person, a plant or your favorite animal, it is usually the
outlines that define a body or object. Focus first on the contours and main lines.
You'll take care of shadows and gradients later. Be sure to always go from the larger
to the more detailed . Make big simple shapes with light pencil for the start to help
you have correct proportions. Then you can add quality, thickness, shadows and
precision by adding more detail and material.

4.4. Shading

Shadows are very important for giving volume and a 3D side to the elements you
draw. To put it simply, if the light comes from the left, the shadows etc. will be on
the right and next to the object and conversely if the light comes from the right the
shadows will be on the left and next to the object.
There are many techniques for placing shadows in pencil. The technique of
crosshatching is the best known and probably the most effective. The goal is simply
to darken a part of the drawing element to give it a volume. You can do this by
drawing lots of dots, small circles, triangles, or any irregular shapes, but crosshatching is usually the simplest technique.

In drawing, the shadow is usually expressed as a gradient from light to dark. Keep
this in mind when you place your shadows. In the manner of the sculptor, you
model your drawing.

4.5. The references

You should never hesitate to use references. Without them, your drawings will lack
accuracy, precision or realism. In terms of form, this does not prevent you from
styling your drawings, but it is important to draw from references.
In terms of content, to ensure the unique and original character of your drawing,
avoid drawing the reference as it is, ideally mix 2 or 3 references to create a truly
original work. You can do a traditional collage or a digital one if you have images
or make a small installation if you have objects.
References should not diminish your creativity, they are just there to help you
master your drawing. The mathematician uses numbers and theorems to develop
his ideas, the musician uses musical notes to compose, the draftsman uses
references to express ideas.
4.6. The composition

Composition is an excellent tool to "say" something with a drawing, to shape its
meaning or message. To understand how it works, keep in mind that our
perception has been shaped by everyday experiences. For example, the horizontal
and vertical lines seem to us more "stable" than the diagonals, which could "fall" at
any moment. And when we see a big dark form at the bottom, we suppose that it
must be "heavy".
5. What is Creativity Exactly?

5.1. What is creativity for you?
5.2. Definitions: Creativity is the ability to achieve a production (an idea, an object,
a composition, etc.) that is new, original (that is to say different from what exists)
and adapted to the context and constraints of the environment in which production
is expressed. The ability to generate creative ideas is recognized as a twenty-first
century skill, helping to meet the challenges of personal and professional life, and
promoting societal development.
5.3. You now understand the importance of doing something unique and original
to be creative. If in addition you get to send a social or political message it is the
icing on the cake!
5.4. Einstein: "Too many people think, wrongly, that creativity is innate, but in
reality, it is more like a muscle, which must be trained, developed and cultivated.
For my part, this is how I manage to avoid the dreadful failure of inspiration. By
doing regular exercises, you will get your brain to think out of the box and make it
automatic. "

6. Exercises and Games around Drawing
6.1. Drawings around existential questions: Draw the first things that come to your
mind around the following themes: The family in your eyes? Your greatest joy?
Your biggest fear? What revolts you?
6.2. Learn to draw a face. I will show you some tips for drawing a face. It's up to you
to try
6.3. Shading techniques. Draw 4 circles on a sheet of paper and put the shadows in
4 different ways. You already know one, it's up to you to find the others.
6.4. Draw the outlines of an object of your choice in less than 60 seconds (use an
online reference or object around you).
6.5. Perspective: On an A4 sheet, draw a cube or rectangle in 3D seen from above
and another seen from below. Then compare the results ...
6.6. Living model: Each of us poses for 15 minutes in the middle of the group, the
others try to draw it most faithfully, then compare the results and comment.
6.7. Self-portraits (realistic or stylized) 100% drawing. Draw in 15 minutes then
we comment.
6.8. Self-portraits 50% design and 50% photo (to print). Draw in 15 minutes then
we comment.
6.9. Still life: Draw 1 teddy / toy in a realistic way (the general shapes first, then the
details). You have 20 minutes. Then we comment.
6.7. Draw your hand in 3D (composition work)

7. Games around Creativity (See annexes)
7.1. Fill the bubbles of a comic book: See appendices
7.2. Take a printed photo and affix a piece of paper on a chosen area then make a
creative drawing.
7.3. Imagine 10 monsters: What is good with monsters is that everyone can do as
he wants, according to his imagination. There is no model, no way to do it. Leave
room for your imagination. You have 15 minutes. Then we comment.
7.4. Expressive words: On a white paper, write the following words in large: anger,
joy, weakness, lightness, happiness. Try to make typography, calligraphy and the
way words are written express the meaning of each of these words.
7.5. Associate 2 objects: We suggest 2 random words (objects) and you must leave
a creative idea. You have 5 minutes to explain verbally a creative drawing that you
could achieve by staging the 2 objects in question. You can also draw it. We do the
exercise at the same time and we compare the answers.
7.6. Drawings from squiggles. Once you have scribbled on a piece of paper, take a
step back and plan in the drawing to find shapes, animals, characters, faces ...
7.7. Draw in circles: Take a sheet of paper, draw 20 circles next to each other, of
equal sizes. You have 5 minutes to imagine as many variations as possible by using
the circle as an element of the drawing.
7.8. Find the intruder:. Randomly select 4 words and then determine the intruder
by explaining why you think this one only is the intruder. You have 5 minutes. We
do the exercise together and compare the answers.
7.9. A problem and a solution: For this exercise, you will need 5 random words.
With one of them, determine a problematic situation. With one of the other 4
words, imagine how to save the situation. You have 5 minutes. We do the exercise
together and compare the answers.

8. Process for Creating a Pencil Vs Camera

There are several techniques, the one we will use is
8.1. Find a good idea.
8.2. Cut a piece of paper by hand, neither too big nor too small.
8.3. Make a drawing from references (via objects on site or photos online).
8.4. It's easier to use a funny character or a separate object and to insert.
8.5. Then find a place that’s complementary to the drawing and not the opposite
(if you drew a boat for example, you can find a sink to put it in)
8.6. Add the elements that make the connection between the drawing and the
photo (the bottom in general or the seat). Without this, it will miss something in
your image. Always go back and forth to make sure that the main element fits
well in the decor
8.7. Take the picture. It is very important to hold the paper at the proper distance
from the camera. Try to center the drawing and leave sufficient "material" photo
around the drawing, without this one being too small in the general composition.

9. The Photographic Aspect
9.1. The photo is the finishing touch of the process Pencil Vs Camera
9.2. It's an important part, in the end, the artwork is the picture of a drawing
9.3. Watch out for the white balance which is often problematic.
9.4. Retouching is sometimes necessary to achieve perfection (white balance, lines
...)
9.5. Cool apps on smartphone for quick editing (Pixlr, Picsart ..
9.6. Instructions for taking pictures that will serve as a basis for a creation Pencil
Vs Camera:
a) First look at existing images from my Pencil Vs Camera series to see what's
possible:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/benheine/sets/72157623723956821
b) Also look at pictures of other students to see other approaches
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10153528286933616.107374185
3.45292293615&type=3
c) When looking for a subject or a landscape, try to think of what you will add as a
drawing later on your printed photo
d) Also think of framing your photos so as to leave space around the main subject
to have room to add drawn elements. If you are shooting a simple, neutral setting,
you can add a striking subject later in the drawing that interacts with that same
scenery. If you photograph a subject, you can transform it later in your drawing,
hence the importance of leaving space around the subject, do not fit too tight.
e) Take quality photos. To maximize the quality of photos, avoid taking pictures in
a dark place or at night. Prefer outdoor photos in natural light or near window with
great brightness. This will give more quality even to the smartphone

F) You can already boost / retouch a little your photos, increasing a little (not too
much!) the saturation, contrasts, cropping if necessary etc, using free applications
like Pixlr, Photoshop Express ..
9.7. General tips to find inspiration and creativity in photography
a) Travel
b) Train yourself constantly
c) Change your habits
d) Discover the work of other artists
e) Do not raise the bar too high
f) Magnify existing ideas
g) Ask the opinion of others
h) Take action
I) Go to other disciplines
j) Always keep a camera near you
10. Creation of several Pencil Vs Camera
10.1. In the building
10.2. Outside if the weather allows
10.3. Be creative, if no creativity, no interest (a simple but creative drawing is
stronger than a very realistic and complicated drawing but without creativity)
10.4. We present our works, we compare them, we comment on them etc ...
11. Pencil Vs Camera in your space
11.1. Brainstorming. Ideas research.
11.2. Each one realizes his drawing and leaves in his space to photograph his work
11.3. We apply everything we've learned: Search references, creativity etc.
11.4. We then present our works, we compare them, we comment them etc ...

12. What if we Try other Methods?
To make a Pencil Vs Camera image, there are other methods to achieve similar
results. Here they are:
12.1. You can put a piece of white paper with a creative drawing on an already
printed photo. Then we come to make a creative drawing on the part that interests
us
12.2. All digital (example with a digital tablet): We start from a photo on an image
processing software and we just put a digital drawing on the photo.

Annexes :

